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Lean-water hydrogel electrolyte for zinc ion
batteries

Yanbo Wang1, Qing Li1, Hu Hong1, Shuo Yang1, Rong Zhang1, Xiaoqi Wang 2,
Xu Jin2 , Bo Xiong2, Shengchi Bai2 & Chunyi Zhi 1,3,4

Solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs) and hydrogel electrolytes were developed as
electrolytes for zinc ion batteries (ZIBs). Hydrogels can retain water molecules
and provide high ionic conductivities; however, they contain many free water
molecules, inevitably causing side reactions on the zinc anode. SPEs can
enhance the stability of anodes, but they typically possess low ionic con-
ductivities and result in high impedance. Here, we develop a lean water
hydrogel electrolyte, aiming to balance ion transfer, anode stability, electro-
chemical stability window and resistance. This hydrogel is equipped with a
molecular lubrication mechanism to ensure fast ion transportation. Addi-
tionally, this design leads to a widened electrochemical stability window and
highly reversible zinc plating/ stripping. The full cell shows excellent cycling
stability and capacity retentions at high and low current rates, respectively.
Moreover, superior adhesion ability can be achieved, meeting the needs of
flexible devices.

Zinc ion batteries (ZIBs), owing to their high theoretical capacity
(820mAh g−1), safety and reliability, are promising for a variety of
applications1–3. However, the parasitic hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) and irreversible loss of Zn2+ from the electrolyte can significantly
decrease the coulombic efficiency and stability of aqueous ZIBs4,5.
Additionally, high current rates are usually performed in ZIBs to
investigate the cycle-life duration, but the results are less meaningful
on realistic estimations of battery lifetimes6. To obtain solid-state/
quasi-solid-state ZIBs, solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs) and hydrogel
electrolytes (HPEs) were developed7. HPEs (polyacrylamide (PAM),
poly (acrylic acid) (PAA), etc.) possess high ionic conductivities in the
range of 10−3 to 10−2 S cm-18,9. However, a large amount of water (typi-
cally >80wt% based on the method of (mt −m0)/mt × 100%, where mt

and m0 are the masses of swollen and dried samples, respectively) is
present in HPEs, leading to a narrow electrochemical stability window.
Moreover, HPEs cannot fundamentally eliminate problems of the
anode, such as HER, dendrites, and corrosion10.

On the other hand, due to their liquid-free property and high
chemical stability, SPEs are a promising approach to achieve a highly

stable Zn anode and wide electrochemical stability window. However,
SPEs usually can only achieve low ionic conductivities (10−4 to
10−6 S cm−1) as well as high interfacial resistances; as a result, the fab-
ricated batteries exhibit poor rate ability and high resistance7,11–13.

Considering the merits and shortcomings of HPEs and SPEs, lean-
water hydrogels may provide an important balance between the two;
the advantages of HPEs and SPEs, including their wide electrochemical
stability window, dendrite-free and gas-evolution-free anodes and
ability to perform rapid ionic transportation, could be retained.
However, for conventional hydrogels, when the water content is dra-
matically reduced, the free water molecules are suppressed, retaining
the strongly bound water. The Zn2+ is intensively confined by the
hydrophilic groups in polymer matrices, resulting in a dramatically
decreased ionic conductivity (Fig. 1a)14–19.

If a polymermatrix canbedesignedwith specific ionic channels to
ensure that ionic dissociation and conduction occur, then the trans-
portation of ionsmay not largely rely on water molecules, and the loss
of ionic conductivity should be effectively compensated (Fig. 1b). In
addition, as the chargedensity of divalent Zn2+ is higher than that of Li+,
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their interaction with the polymer matrix is more intensive, and ionic
diffusion is rather difficult13. In tribology studies, lubrication is an
effective way to reduce resistance. The strong interaction of the
lubricants with the friction surfaces and the lubrication films at the
molecular scale is the main methodology for achieving excellent
lubricating properties and reduced resistances20–22. Among various
lubricants, water molecules are highly effective; compared to non-
associating liquids, such as oil and organic solvents, water molecules
exhibit a low viscosity and good fluidity23,24. Based on this strategy, a
potential approach is to enhance the interactions between the water
molecules and the functional groups in the polymermatrix (Fig. 1b). In
this case, the lean-water molecules can act as lubricants to weaken the
intermolecular polymer-polymer and polymer-ion interactions. This
will result in intensive chain segmental motions of the polymer matrix
and improveddissociation of ions and theirmobility. Therefore, taking
advantage of lubrication effects is a promising strategy to develop
lean-water hydrogel electrolytes equipped with the merits of both
HPEs and SPEs.

In this study, we select a polymeric zwitterion (PZI) as a polymer
skeleton in which the sulfonate terminals combine the hydrophilic and
zincophilic properties and a zinc salt functions as the coordination
unit. The sulfonate anion functions as a hydrogen bond acceptor,
which can be lubricated by water molecules to promote the dissocia-
tion of zinc ions as well as enhance the electrochemical stability of
water molecules. The designed lean-water hydrogel electrolyte deli-
vers a widened voltage window and ionic conductivity of
2.6 × 10−3 S cm−1 under lean-water content (20wt%). The full cell exhi-
bits negligible gas evolution and excellent cycling performance of
4000 cycles and 1500 cycles at 5 C and 1 C, respectively. In addition,
the lean-water hydrogel electrolyte exhibits high adhesion to electro-
des, providing firm interfacial in flexible ZIBs. The design of lean-water
hydrogel electrolytes provides an important balance between HPEs
and SPEs to gain both high stability and ionic conductivity.

Results
Lean-water hydrogel electrolyte
The selected precursors, fabrication and structure of the zwitterion
hydrogel electrolyte (ZIG) are shown in Fig. 2a. ZIG was prepared
through two-step reactions, and the detailed procedures are described
in the supporting information (SI). In brief, the monomer of 3-(1-vinyl-
3-imidazolio) propanesulfonate (VIPS) was synthesized25. Subse-
quently, the precursor of the ZIG was prepared by mixing a certain
mole ratio of VIPS, zinc di[bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide] (Zn
(TFSI)2), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) and 2-
hydroxy-4’-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone as the

skeleton, salt, cross-linker and photoinitiator, respectively, in aqueous
solution. After UV-induced polymerization, a facile and flexible poly-
mer film could be obtained. The size and thickness could be easily
controlled by homemade glass moulds. The hydrogel structure was
investigated and confirmed by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), as shown in
Supplementary Figs. 1–3, verifying the successful reactions25. The
results of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) illustrated that ZIG
remained thermally stable until 250 °C (Supplementary Fig. 4).

ZIG is a typical polyzwitterionic material with positively and
negatively charged groups as repeating units. After mixing with pro-
portional Zn(TFSI)2, ion migration channels could be constructed for
Zn2+ due to the generation of ion pairs on the basis of electrostatic
interactions and acid and base principles26–28. Furthermore, optical
images were obtained before and after the zinc salt was mixed,
revealing the change from a solid-state mixture of VIPS and Zn(TFSI)2
to a liquid state, manifesting the zincophilic properties of the polymer
framework (Supplementary Fig. 5). The sulfonate terminals in the
polymeric framework could function as Zn2+-rich channels for Zn2+

transportation25,28,29. Then, the small amount of water molecules (lean-
water content) could interact with the charged groups and form
molecular lubrication films to reduce the interaction between the Zn2+-
polymer chain and polymer chain-polymer chain, promoting the
separation and transportation of ion pairs and improving ionic trans-
portation (Fig. 2a). The interaction could be ascribed to the strong
affinity of PZI for water. The sulfur atom in the PZI is surrounded by
three oxygen atoms, which not only carry a negative charge but also
contain lone pairs of electrons for hydrogen bonding and ionic sol-
vation with water30,31.

The ionic conductivities of the synthesized hydrogels with dif-
ferent water contents were determined by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS). As shown in Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 6, ZIG,
PAM and PAA display similar ionic conductivities (approximately
8.0 × 10−3 S cm−1) at 50wt% water content. However, when the water
content decreased, the ionic conductivities of ZIG remained higher
than those of PAM and PAA. When the water content is below 30wt%,
the ionic conductivity of ZIG can be approximately one order of
magnitude higher than those of PAM and PAA. With a 20wt% water
content, the ionic conductivity of ZIG is approximately
2.6 × 10−3 S cm−1, in contrast to the 2.1 × 10−4 S cm−1 of PAM and
3.9 × 10−4 S cm−1 of PAA. The ionic conductivity is highly comparable
with that of other reported electrolytes for lithium-ion batteries and
aqueous batteries (Supplementary Fig. 7). Therefore, ZIG with 20wt%
water content (ZIG-20 wt%) exhibits a good balance and possesses
much higher ionic conductivity than that of SPEs and other hydrogels
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Fig. 1 | Schematic illustration of the ionic transportation mechanism of
hydrogels. a Conventional hydrogel electrolyte under much and lean-water con-
ditions (confined Zn2+). b The expected ionic transportation mechanism for

hydrogels under lean-water conditions: formation of ion transportation channels
and lubrication mechanism.
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under the same water content. This can support high-performance
expressionof ZIBs and anexcellent rate ability. On the other hand,with
lean water content, a wide electrochemical stability window is expec-
ted and a variety of side reactions of the Zn anode should be effectively
suppressed.

Different characterizations were conducted to reveal the mechan-
ism of the achieved impressive ionic conductivity (10−3 S cm−1) of ZIG
under lean-water conditions. The interactions among PZI, Zn2+, and
water molecules were confirmed by FTIR (Fig. 2c). The two absorption
peaks at 1033 and 1179 cm−1 were attributed to the stretching vibration
of S =O in the sulfate groups32,33. When Zn2+ is introduced, both peaks
blueshift to 1038 and 1181 cm−1, evidencing the intermolecular electro-
static interactions between Zn2+ and SO3

−. After water was added, these
two peaks shifted to higher wavenumbers. This is because water mole-
cules surrounding the SO3

− groups can function as lubricants and reduce
the binding force between Zn2+ and SO3

−. Differential scanning calori-
metry (DSC) was further used to study the function of water in the ZIG
(Supplementary Fig. 8). Introducing water molecules clearly affects the
glass transition temperature (Tg) of ZIG.When nowater was introduced,
the highest Tg of 38 °C was obtained, indicating a rigid network struc-
ture and unfavorable ionic transportation environment. With the
increase in water content to 20wt%, the Tg decreases dramatically to
−47 °C. This is because the zwitterionic surfaces could be hydrated by
electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonds, forming a water

lubrication layer. These interactions between PZI and water (without
zinc salt) could be verified by the similar shifts observed for vibrations of
S =O andO-H as ZIG in FTIR (Supplementary Fig. 9). The water layer can
significantly suppress the interaction between polymer chains, which
leads to enhanced chain segmental motions. Furthermore, 67Zn NMR
was performed to investigate the interaction betweenwater and Zn2+. As
shown in Supplementary Fig. 10, for the Zn(TFSI)2 solution without the
polymer skeleton, the chemical shift is approximately 0ppm. After the
polymer skeleton was introduced, the chemical shift increased to
0.5 ppm with a widened peak, indicating a varied Zn2+ chemical envir-
onment was induced by the interaction with sulfonate terminals. When
the water content was decreased to 20wt%, the signal shifted to
−0.5 ppm, which is due to the interaction between water molecules and
Zn2+. In the presence of water molecules, Zn2+ ions are solvated by water
molecules to produce a series of deprotonated compounds, and an
acidic solution with a change in pH can be obtained. As shown in Sup-
plementary Fig. 11, the pH values increase from ~3 for ZIG-60 wt% to ~7
for ZIG-10 wt% with decreasing water content, indicating a remarkably
weakenedhydrolysis effect. At lowwater contents,watermolecules tend
to interact with SO3− to form lubrication layers, decreasing the water
content in the vicinity of Zn2+ and diminishing the Zn2+-water interaction.
Therefore, Zn2+ could move as depicted in Fig. 2a. In addition, the
environment of the TFSI− anion was further investigated. As shown in
Supplementary Fig. 12, the peak at 1575 cm−1 of PZI is assigned to the
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C=N in imidazole. After TFSI- was introduced, the peak shifted, sug-
gesting an interaction between the cationic imidazole and anion. Nota-
bly, the peak maintains its position with the change in water content.
Thus, it is believed that the TFSI- anions couplewith cationic imidazole in
the polymer framework. Additionally, the Raman vibration at ~745 cm−1

is assigned to the S-N-S bending vibration in TFSI− (Supplementary
Fig. 13). The vibration remains unchanged at different water contents,
suggesting that water molecules have less influence on the anion
environment. These observations clearly demonstrate that the lean-
water strategy is feasible and that the lubrication mechanism is
responsible for the separation and transportation of Zn2+ in the lean-
water environment34. Additionally, the O-H stretching and bending
vibrationmodes are displayed in Fig. 2d, e, respectively. The typical O-H
stretching vibration (3200−3400 cm−1) and O-H bending vibration
(1638 cm−1) of water molecules shift to higher wavenumbers with
decreasingwater content16,18. The blueshift was causedby the interaction
between H in watermolecules andO in SO3

−. SO3
− groups possess a high

electron density, which can weaken the hydrogen bonds between
water‒water. The strengthened O-H covalent bonds could increase the
electrochemical stability of water and suppress its decomposition
in ZIG35.

Electrochemical characterizations of the Zn metal electrode
with the lean-water hydrogel electrolyte
The electrochemical stability window of the developed hydrogels was
further evaluated with linear sweep voltammetry (LSV). The overall
stability window of the ZIG significantly expandedwith the decrease in
water content from 60wt% to 20wt% (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig. 14),
which is much wider than those of PAA and PAM (conventional HPEs).
The improvement is mainly ascribed to the enhanced O-H covalent
bond of water with decreasing water content. Furthermore, gas gen-
eration based on ZIG-20 wt%, PAA and PAM hydrogels as electrolytes
was monitored in situ with Zn | |Zn symmetric batteries at a current
density of 1mA cm−2 and capacity of 0.5mAh cm−2 (Supplementary
Fig. 15). The PAA hydrogel showed the highest gas pressure, which was
approximately ten times higher than that of the PAM hydrogel after
60mins. This is mainly because PAA is more acidic than PAM. In con-
trast, the gas evolution was negligible for ZIG-20 wt%, demonstrating
the successful suppression of side reactions through our lean-water
strategy. Additionally, an optical microscopewas used to obtain in situ
photographs of the plated Zn anodes. As shown in Supplementary
Fig. 16, for the PAA hydrogel electrolyte, obvious bubbles resulting
from the gas evolution reaction were observed after 1min, and they
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continued growing. A similar phenomenon was observed for the PAM
hydrogel electrolyte, as small bubbles formed after 5min. Compara-
tively, no bubbles were found on the surface of Znwith the ZIG-20wt%
electrolyte even after 15min. These results confirm that theZIG-20wt%
electrolyte exhibits an ability to inhibit gas evolution.

Then, the reversibility and stability of the Zn | |Zn symmetric cells
based on different hydrogel electrolytes were evaluated. As shown in
Fig. 3b, different current densities and plating capacities were
inspected to clarify the reversible Zn deposition/dissolution process.
For ZIG-20 wt%, approximately 900h of stable plating/stripping was
attained at current densities of 0.1mAcm−2 and 0.2mA cm−2. Even
when the current density increased to 1.0mA cm−2, an excellent life-
span could be achieved, which was ascribed to the uniform Zn
deposition process and stable interface, and after cycling at a current
density of 1.0mA cm−2, the Zn metal showed a smooth, dense and
dendrite-free surface morphology (Supplementary Fig. 17). Corre-
spondingly, the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern further confirmed that
no zinc oxides or hydroxides (Supplementary Fig. 18) were produced.
In sharp contrast, the result of Zn deposition/dissolutionwith PAA and
PAM hydrogels revealed large increases in voltage hysteresis at a
current density of 1.0mA cm−2, as shown inSupplementary Fig. 19. This
occurred due to the corrosion of metallic Zn and the formation of
intensifiedZndendrite, as the description ofmorphologies after cycles
in Supplementary Fig. 17. The corresponding byproducts of zinc oxi-
des or hydroxides after plating/stripping cycles were also confirmed
by XRD (Supplementary Fig. 18). More importantly, PAA and PAMwith
the same water content (20wt%) as ZIG-20 wt% were also tested in Zn
symmetric cells. They showed a strong voltage hysteresis of 2.0 V and
0.4 V even at a low current density of 0.2mA cm−2 (Supplementary
Fig. 20), which could be ascribed to the low ion conductivity and poor
interfaces with electrodes. To further systematically analyze the
influence of the water content on the electrochemical performance,
the impedances of the Zn | |Zn cells (Supplementary Fig. 21) were
measured. For the ZIG-10 wt% based cell, the interface impedance is
large. The relatively rigid solid‒solid interface contact caused by the
mechanical stiffness of electrolytes generates a large interface impe-
dance. After increasing the water content to 20wt%, the interface
impedance is drastically reduced, which can be primarily attributed to
the enhanced ionic transportation at the interface and in the electro-
lyte and the improved interface due to the extensive area contact.
When the water content was further increased to 40wt% and 60wt%,
the interface impedances slightly decreased due to the further
enhanced ionic transportation and interface compatibility.

Furthermore, Zn | |Zn symmetric cells were used to investigate the
impact of water content on the reversibility and stability of the Zn
anode. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 22, the stability of the ZIG-10 wt
% based cell exhibits the largest plating overpotential (approximately
2.5 V), which may be induced by the poor kinetics and vast interface
impedance. For the ZIG-20 wt% based cell, a stable cycle of approxi-
mately 900h was obtained (Fig. 3b), which is highly competitive with
the reported hydrogel electrolytes (Supplementary Table 1). However,
after the water content was increased to 40wt% and 60 wt %, the cycle
lifetimes were markedly decreased to 400h and 20h, respectively. The
large amount of water in ZIG-40 wt% and ZIG-60 wt% leads to unfa-
vorable Zn platingmorphologies (Supplementary Fig. 23). Themossy Zn
dendrites tend to form dead Zn and even short circuits induced by
dendritic penetration. Moreover, the rate performance of ZIG with dif-
ferent water contents was studied with a fixed time of 10h at current
densities of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 8mAcm−2 (Fig. 3c). For different current
densities, the voltage hysteresis was improved with decreasing water
content, which is primarily attributed to the reduced ionic con-
ductivities and increased interface impedance. Notably, ZIG-60 wt%
cannot support a current density of 1mAcm−2 due to drastic side reac-
tions and poor mechanical properties. The impact on Zn plating/strip-
ping behaviour with the ZIG-20 wt% electrolyte was investigated by

cyclic voltammetry (CV) (Supplementary Fig. 24) and Zn | |copper (Cu)
cell. The coulombic efficiency is an effective method to evaluate the
reversibility of Zn plating/stripping. As shown in Fig. 3d and Supple-
mentary Fig. 25, the Zn | |Cu cells were tested at current densities of
0.5mAcm−2 and 0.5mAhcm−2. The ZIG-20 wt% based cell shows stable
coulombic efficiencies of ~99% for 300 cycles, indicating an excellent Zn
plating/stripping reversibility. When the water content was reduced to
10wt%, a great fluctuation of coulombic efficiency was achieved due to
the large plating overpotential. When the water content was increased
to 40wt%, although ~98% coulombic efficiencies were maintained for
~100 cycles, significant fluctuations were observed in the subsequent
cycles, showing poor reversibility. After further the water content was
increased to 60wt%, inferior coulombic efficiencies and limited cycles
were achieved. Similarly, the PAA and PAM hydrogels displayed low
coulombic efficiencies and failed shortly after a few cycles. Therefore,
with increasing water content, the ionic conductivity and interface
compatibility can be effectively reinforced, similar to that of HPEs,
while the interfacial side reactions, poor reversibility, and undesirable
morphologies caused by water become significant barriers to obtaining
a stable Zn anode. Additionally, hydrogels with excessively low water
content possess properties close to those of SPEs, which leads to poor
interface contacts. The lean-water hydrogel offers a balance between
HPEs and SPEs, retaining their respective advantages.

Furthermore, a high areal capacity of 3mAh cm−2 was used to
evaluate the long-term reversibility of Zn plating/stripping in Zn | |Cu
cells. More specifically, two current densities, 1mA cm−2 and
3mA cm−2, were adopted with 6 h and 2 h durations per cycle. As
shown in Fig. 3e, relatively long cycle lifetimes (300 cycles and 110
cycles at high and low rates, respectively) and high coulombic effi-
ciencies (~99%) could be achievedbased on the ZIG-20wt% electrolyte,
which is highly competitive with the reported hydrogel electrolytes
(Supplementary Table 2). In addition, a Zn anodewith an areal capacity
of ~17mAh cm−2 was used, and the Zn utilization was set to 50% during
cycling to further investigate the morphology of the Zn anode by
scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM). For the Znplated side (Fig. 4a, b),
unfavorable and uneven Zn morphologies with distinct nanoflower-
like deposits and clearly permeable voids could be observed with PAA
and PAM as electrolytes. In contrast, for the ZIG-20 wt% electrolyte-
based cell (Fig. 4c), compact and smooth Zn deposition with orienta-
tion parallel to the Zn electrode surface forms, indicating a dendrite-
suppressed plating mechanism. The Zn morphologies on the Zn-
stripped side (Fig. 4d–f) exhibit similar characteristics to those on the
plated side. Furthermore, top-view SEM images of the ZIG electrolyte
after Zn plating (Fig. 4g) and stripping (Fig. 4h) were investigated to
observe the interfacebetweenZIG andZn. Both retain smooth surfaces
without dendrite formations. From the side view SEM images (Fig. 4i),
no apparent voids and intimate interface contact between Zn and the
ZIG electrolyte can be observed on both the Zn plating and stripping
sides, exhibiting integral, dense, and dendrite-free morphologies. In
short, benefiting from the lean-water design, the ZIG-20 wt% well
supports Zn stripping/plating at various current densities. Further-
more, the side reactions were effectively suppressed, as revealed by
the high coulombic efficiency achieved.

Electrochemical energy storage performance based on the
lean-water hydrogel electrolyte
CV was used to investigate the kinetics of electrochemical perfor-
mance based on a Zn | |MnHCF full cell, as shown in Supplementary
Fig. 26. Two obvious cathodic peaks and two anodic peaks at 1.58V/
1.66 V and 1.9 V/1.98 V were presented, which were ascribed to Mn(III)
to Mn(II) and Fe(III) to Fe(II), respectively36. Additionally, the rela-
tionship between the peak currents and scan rates was inspected, and
the slope values of the four peaks were 0.90, 0.86, 0.60 and 0.78,
implying that it was controlled by both diffusion andpseudocapacitive
behaviours37. Furthermore, the galvanostatic discharge/charge (GDC)
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profiles in Fig. 5a show a voltage plateau at approximately 1.6 V and
sloping profiles, confirming the mix of battery− and capacitance-type
capacities. The full cell delivered superior rate capabilities of 48-92
mAh g-1 at current densities ranging from rates of 15 C to 1 C, whichwas
attributed to the well-retained ionic conductivity of ZIG-20 wt%
(Fig. 5b). In addition, as shown in Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 27, the
Zn | |MnHCF battery exhibited high coulombic efficiencies of
approximately 100% and high-capacity retentions of 91% and 94% after
cycling up to 4000 times and 1500 times at rates of 5 C and 1 C,
respectively. Notably, the cycling stability and coulombic efficiencies
were measured at low current densities, which are more reliable6. In
contrast, the PAMhydrogel exhibited inferior cyclingperformanceand
a low coulombic efficiency (Supplementary Fig. 28). The excellent
cycling performance was attributed to the high stability and dendrite-
free feature of the Zn anode and the suppressed dissolution of the
cathodematerial with the lean-water design. Theultralong lifespanand
high-capacity retentions at 1 C and 5C significantly outperformed
most Prussian blue analogue (PBA)-based batteries with conventional
aqueous electrolytes (Fig. 5d)38–47. Furthermore, a pouch cell was fab-
ricated to confirm the suppressionof side effects and cycled at a rateof
2 C. As shown in Fig. 5e, the battery exhibited negligible capacity decay
and approximately 100% coulombic efficiency after 200 cycles. The
optical images before and after cycling confirmed that no gas was
produced during the charge/discharge processes (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 29).

Adhesion characterizations of the lean-water hydrogel
electrolyte
Interestingly, ZIG exhibited excellent adhesion to many material sur-
faces at a lean-water content. As shown in Fig. 6a, when much free
water was present in the polymer matrix, the polar zwitterion groups
and Zn salts (adhesion sites) were completely immersed in a large

amount of water molecules, resulting in weakened interface adhesion.
In contrast, the lean-water content could achieve strong interface
adhesion due to the formation of long ion-chain complexes between
polar zwitterion groups and Zn salts, which could be attributed to the
possible van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic inter-
actions, and ion-polar interactions at the interfaces48,49. The lap-shear
methodwas used to evaluate the adhesion strength of ZIG-20wt%with
the substrate/hydrogel/substrate structure (Supplementary Fig. 30).
The adhesion strength reached 100–200 kPa on the Zn sheet (ZS),
stainless steel sheet (SS) and carbon cloth (CC) (Fig. 6b, Supplemen-
tary Fig. 31). With a contact area of 1 cm2, ZIG-20 wt% could support a
weight of 500 g (Fig. 6c). In addition, a 1 cm2 interface of ZIG-20 wt%
with ZS, SS and CC was subjected to a 5N shear force for two seconds,
and the SEM observation further confirmed sufficient physical contact
and well-bonded interfaces (Fig. 6d). In contrast, the PAM and PAA
hydrogels exhibited poor adhesive abilities (Supplementary Fig. 32)50.

For most flexible devices, the bending test is insufficient for evalu-
ating the interface between electrodes and electrolytes. The shear force
is generated at the interfaces of different components of a flexible device
when the device is applied with almost any deformations. The reliability
of aflexible device under shear force has rarely been investigated. Here, a
shear force measurement was conducted for flexible ZIBs with ZIG as an
electrolyte. The process is illustrated in Fig. 6e. For the electrolyte with
poor adhesion to electrodes, the anode and cathode may be easily
separated. On the other hand, a strongly bonded interfacemay equip the
flexible device with tolerance to shear loading. Subsequently, we asses-
sed a Zn | |MnHCF flexible battery based on ZIG with 20wt% and 60wt%
water contents, and the dependence of capacity on the shear force was
measured. The discharge curves in Supplementary Fig. 33 and the
capacity retention curve in Fig. 6f reveal a linear decrease in capacity for
the device with the ZIG-60 wt% electrolyte with increasing shear stress.
After reaching 13 kPa, no capacity remained due to the complete
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separation of the electrolyte and electrodes. However, for the device
based on ZIG-20 wt%, only a small fluctuation was obtained before the
shear stress reached 71 kPa (Fig. 6f), and then the capacity retention
slightly decreased to 90% due to tiny sliding. This result shows the
excellent adhesive ability of ZIG under lean-water conditions, which is
promising formaintaining clingy interfaces in flexible/wearable devices51.

Discussion
In summary, HPEs and SPEs have been widely explored for solid-state/
quasi-solid-state ZIBs. However, much water is inevitably incorporated
for HPEs to achieve rapid ionic transportation; thus, the HPEs only
alleviate rather than eliminate the side reactions of the Zn anode. On
the other hand, SPEs suffer from low ionic conductivities and high
interface impedances, although they generally provide good stability.
Herein, we provide an important balance between the two by devel-
oping a lean-water hydrogel electrolyte, which sits between conven-
tional HPEs and SPEs. ZIG is prepared with covalently bonded
positively and negatively charged groups as the polymer skeleton and
zinc salt as the coordination unit. A special ion channel can be con-
structed. After introducing a small amount of water, significantly
improved dissociation and transportation of Zn2+ can be achieved
through a lubrication mechanism, resulting in an impressive ionic
conductivity (2.6 × 10−3 S cm−1) even under lean-water conditions. The
manipulation of the O-H structure in water molecules prominently

expands the electrochemical stability window and suppresses
side reactions at the anode side. Additionally, highly reversible Zn
plating/stripping demonstrates the excellent stability of the anode.
Owing to thesemerits, the full cell obtains excellent cycling stability of
4000 and 1500 cycles and superior capacity retention of 91% and 94%
at rates of 5 C and 1 C, respectively. Moreover, the excellent adhesive
ability of the hydrogel electrolyte to electrodes under lean-water
conditions can equip flexible batteries with excellent tolerance to
shear stress. Our results offer a type of quasi-solid-state electrolyte,
which provides an ionic conductivity close to that of a conventional
hydrogel, as well as wide electrochemical stability windows and
superior suppression to side reactions at the Zn anode close to those
of SPEs. The important balance point set by the lean-water hydrogel
may equip aqueous electrolyte batteries with superior rateability and
high cycling stability.

Methods
Materials
1-Vinylimidazole (≥97%), 1,3-Propanesultone (≥99%), poly(-
ethyleneglycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDMA, Mn= 550), 2-Hydroxy-4’-(2-
hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (99%), Acetonitrile (99%)
were purchased from Aladdin, Zinc di[bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide] (98%) was obtained from Energy Chemical. Thematerials in the
experiment were used without further purification.
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Synthesis of VIPS and ZIG
The 3-(1-vinyl-3-imidazolio) propanesulfonate (VIPS) zwitterionic
monomer was synthesized as themethod below. Under the protection
of argon, the 1-vinylimidazole (0.2mol) was added in dry acetonitrile
solution, and then 1,3-propanesultone (0.2mol) was dropwise
in the solution at 0 °C. After stirring for about 3 days, the
product was filtered and washed with acetonitrile. The purified pro-
duct was finally dried under vacuum at room temperature. The ZIG
was prepared via a UV-assisted copolymerization. The homogeneous
solutions were prepared by mixing VIPS and Zn(TFSI)2 in a mole
ratio of 2:1, PEGDMA (5wt% to the monomers) as the cross-linker,
and 2-hydroxy-4’-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (0.5wt%
to the monomers) as the photo-initiator in an aqueous solution.
The mixture solution was injected into a home-made quartz
mold, sealed, and irradiated by a UV lamp for 30min at room tem-
perature to produce free-standing polymeric films. For the determi-
nation of water content, the film was dried in a vacuum oven at 100 °C
for 24 h to achieve the weight of m0, and then adding different water
weights to achieve the weight of mt, the final water content is equal to
(mt-m0) /mt × 100%. The PAA and PAM hydrogels used in our work
possess ~80wt% and ~90wt% water contents, respectively.

Synthesis of manganese hexacyanoferrate (MnHCF)
MnHCF particles were prepared according to themethod below.MnSO4

(0.12M) (≥99.99%, Aladdin) was dissolved into 200ml aqueous solution,
and then was added dropwise into 200ml of K3Fe(CN)6 (0.06M)
(≥99.95%, Aladdin) aqueous solution. Next, the mixture was stirred at
60 °C for 30min. After standing for about 1 h, the precipitates could be
achieved by centrifugation and purified with water and ethanol. After
further drying under a vacuum at 60 °C, the brown solids could be
achieved. Typically, the cathode was prepared by coating the slurry by
mixing MnHCF powers, super p (conductive agent) and polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF, >99.5%, HSV900, Arkema) (7:2:1 wt/wt/wt) on a piece of
carbon cloth. Then, the electrodes were dried in a vacuumoven at 60 °C
for 12 h. The mass loading of MnHCF is around 1–2mgcm−2.

Characterization methods
Field-emission scanning electronmicroscope (FESEM; Verios 5UC)was
performed to observe the surface and cross-section of the sample.
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was applied to investigate the
thermal properties. The side-effect of decomposition on the Zn sur-
face was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D2 Phaser). Dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Q2000 TA Instruments) was
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conducted to obtain the phase transition behaviors. Bruker 600MHz
was conducted to obtain 67Zn nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectra. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, INVENIO-R)
was performed to analyze the different characteristics. The gas pres-
sure experiments were performed on a gas pressure sensor which was
connected with a sealed electrochemical cell.

Electrochemical measurements
All electrochemical measurements were conducted at an average
temperature of 28 °C ± 1 °C. The electrochemical tests were carried out
in a climatic/environmental chamber. The ionic conductivity was tes-
ted by placing the electrolyte in the middle of two stainless steels (SS)
and it is equal to L/(A×R) where L is the thickness and A is the surface
area of the membrane.

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurements were carried out
by a CHI 760D electrochemical workstation. The Znmetal and Ti were
severed as reference and the working electrodes, respectively, and the
tests were performed from the original potential to 3.0 V and the ori-
ginal potential to −0.5 V at a scan rate of 0.5mV s−1.

The coin-2032 cells used a zinc foil (50 µm, ≥99.99%,
Yudingda Metal, Φ10mm) as the anode electrode, MnHCF on
carbon clothes (Φ10 mm) as the cathode, and the ZIG (~300 µm,
Φ14 mm) as the electrolyte. The areal current density of
~0.16mA cm−2 cycled for the full battery corresponds to 1 C. The
cutoff voltages were set as 0.2 V and 2.1 V, separately. For the
pouch cell, zinc foil (4 cm × 4 cm × 100 µm) was used as the anode,
MnHCF on carbon clothe (4 cm × 4 cm) as the cathode. The gal-
vanostatic cycling was characterized by a LAND CT2001A Battery
Testing System.

In-situ optical microscope studies were conducted to visua-
lize gas evolution behavior on Zn electrode with PAM, PAA and
ZIG- 20 wt% electrolytes. Two Zn electrodes were stuck on a glass
slide, and they were separated by different electrolytes with a
length of ~2 mm. Another slide was then put on the glass slide and
the device was placed under a microscope equipped with a digital
camera. A current density of 5 mA cm−2 was set through an elec-
trochemical workstation.

Adhesion test
The experiment was conducted by a universal machine (UTM2202)
with a standard lap-shear method. The ZIG-20 wt% electrolyte was cut
into a required square (1–2 cm2) and placed in the middle of two
substrates. After giving gentle pressure (~10 kPa), the specimens were
tested with a speed of 10mmmin−1. Themaximum force could be read
in the curves and the adhesion strength could be achieved by dividing
the maximum force by the adhesion area.

Shear force measurement
Two unpacked batteries with ZIG-20 wt% and ZIG-60 wt% as electro-
lytes, MnHCF on carbon cloth (1.5 cm× 1.5 cm) as cathode and Zn foil
(1.5 cm × 1.5 cm× 100 µm) as anode were put on a tensimeter, and then
the cathode and anode sides were positioned on the opposite clin-
chers, separately. The shear force can be observed in the tensimeter
after changing the distance. After gradually increasing the force to
different values, the corresponding discharge capacity can be
obtained by LAND Battery Testing System. Finally, the battery went
into fracture.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available within the
text including the Methods, and Supplementary information. Raw
datasets related to the current work are available from the corre-
sponding author on reasonable request.
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